THE FUTURE OF UNIVERSITIES
The university of the future, what does it look like? Or, to put it in another way: do universities, as we know them today, still have a future? One thing may be clear, for a start: society's expectations are sky high. They should be. We have to offer study programmes that match trends like digitalization and large-scale availability of knowledge. Current and future generations of students simply have a different approach to learning and knowledge. We have to do research with an impact that goes beyond citation indices. Society expects us to play a decisive role in the sustainable development goals of the United Nations, for example. For this, we have to build networks with industry, governments and NGO's, in our own region as well as worldwide.
The members of the European Consortium of Innovative Universities (ECIU) are all the living proof of this vision. They introduced new teaching models and, by doing so, inspired each other within the network. They all act as engines of regional transformation, introducing new technology and innovative business in their respective regions. New partners like Tampere University of Technology and the University of Nottingham further strengthen the competitive position of the network. 'Challenging conventional thinking', as we call this redefinition process, already leads to future-proof universities, you might say. There is, however, a big concern: Europe has to make clear political choices in education, research and innovation in order to stay competitive and give talents room to flourish. This, in our opinion, has to lead to radical changes in budget priorities. We are making sure this is heard in Brussels.
So far so good. Mission accomplished, you might say. But let's be honest: isn't that conventional thinking as well? I already mentioned the changes in the way young people deal with knowledge and creativity. Add to that the rapidly changing labour market and a growing need for lifelong learning, and you might raise the question if there is still a future for universities with their fixed programmes and structures. Innovative frontrunners like the ECIU universities shouldn't be afraid of questioning the university system as a whole. After 20 years of existence, we simply can't sit back and relax: we would lose our competitive edge in very short time. We will have to stay sharp. This magazine shows some great examples of the way ECIU universities work, innovating teaching and research and enhancing academic leadership. 
What is ECIU all about?
'It is a consortium of twelve young universities that share their core values. Innovation and entrepreneurship are in the DNA of our members. We all come from regions where the economy came under pressure following the decline of traditional sectors such as textile and shipping. The universities are the result of a regional need to have highly educated people for the economy of the future and to develop new industries. That is why all partners have very close ties to their region and the industry, while also having an international mindset.'
What does the consortium do?
'We know each other very well. We learn from each other about governance, the structure of our education and entrepreneurship. We all value mobility and internationalisation and we encourage our employees and students to seek out collaboration. We do that by offering shared minors, joint masters, and travel grants for researchers. Project-and problem-based learning are at the core of the ECIU universities' education. Students combine theoretical and practical aspects so they are optimally prepared for the world of tomorrow.'
Why is this collaboration so important?
'We speak with a single voice and protect our interests together, for example in our dealings with the European Union. Universities are hardly heard as a single institution. Instead, they have a voice with impact as a member of a group of likeminded universities. The advantage for policy makers is that they speak to a group of universities across Europe with a long track record in regional innovation, entrepreneurship and innovative teaching. This lobby allows us to put important themes on the agenda and promote our expertise.' What does the future hold for the ECIU? 'The world around us is changing rapidly and we face new questions from society and industries. We want to create significant impact on society. That is why we embrace our role as life-long educators. With interdisciplinary research, open innovation and international education we link our universities to society. In ECIU our shared background and values are crucial for our collaboration. We will continue our efforts to make a difference at regional, national and international level.'
A success story of like-minded friends The ECIU Minors are a fixed set of preapproved courses of 30 ECTS. They fit into the curriculum set of courses at your home institution. Credits will be fully recognized. The ECIU Minors are suitable for groups of students and offer an excellent study experience at a wellknown and like-minded partner institution of the ECIU network.
How to apply?
The ECIU universities have made several seats available for each partner. Students apply at their home institutions, where they follow the rules and procedures of student selection for exchange studies. In the programme, the home university recognizes the credits awarded by the host university. Students do not need to pay tuition to the host university and they will receive help finding accommodations for their stay abroad. There is the possibility to apply for Erasmus+ scholarships. After successfully completing the module, the students will receive an ECIU certificate.
Mechanical Engineering
Alonso, Guillermo and Saul came all the way from Mexico to Stavanger to study mechanical engineering. They are pioneers in a new, tailor-made exchange programme for ECIU students.
'The way of teaching is different', says Guillermo Mortera. 'Here, you are more independent. You need to decide for yourself whether you go to class or not.' Saul Rivera enjoyed the close ties between theory and practice. 'I like that the laboratory work is complementary to theory. I was a bit lost in one course, but when we did the lab exercises, it all made sense and I understood everything.' This is the first ECIU minor programme other ones are expected to follow. You can find the offer on the ECIU website: www.eciu.org/for-students/ minor-programmes
Minor programme
The ECIU Minor programmes allow students to spend a semester at a likeminded ECIU partner university. Students can choose their host university themselves, as each of the partners offers different courses and specializations completely in English. There are for example thirteen modules available for Mechanical Engineering, starting in spring and autumn.
Exchange students Saul Rivera, Alonso Macias and Guillermo Mortera in the mech lab at UiS.
Outside the lecture halls
The ECIU not only offers innovative mobility products to the students. The international consortium is about more than just studying. Take the Student Union (SU) from the University of Twente (UT), for example. They went to partner university Nottingham to take a look at how their colleagues work. Or what about the largest relay race in the world, the Batavierenrace? An ECIU student team participated in 2016. ' We learned from the best'
The SU board from Enschede visited its fellow administrators in the English city of Nottingham. They went there for inspiration. With success, because they returned home with some excellent new ideas.
'In the UK, all universities must have a Union,' explains Jordi Weggemans (UT). 'In the Netherlands, only the University of Twente has a Student Union. The scope of the SU in Nottingham cannot be compared to ours. Their organisation is much bigger and employs 90 full-timers. We learned a lot from them, particularly regarding business operations. The money that students spend, for example in the university bar, flows right back to the Union. The SU then invests this money in facilities for the students.' They also returned home with some concrete ideas. 'In Nottingham, there are no lectures on Wednesday afternoons. That gives students more time to pursue activism and sports. This year, we will evaluate whether students here in Enschede are interested in a similar system.' This proposal exemplifies the usefulness of the work visit in the context of the ECIU. In addition to Nottingham, the administrators from Twente also looked at universities in London and Oxford.
'Because the Student Unions in the UK are so large and have been around for so long, we were able to learn from the best.' 'I felt responsible to represent my university in the ECIU team'
The Batavierenrace is an annual relay race in the Netherlands with thousands of participants and a 175-kilometre-long route that leads from Nijmegen to Enschede, making it one of the biggest student races in the world. In 2016, an ECIU running team participated in the race for the first time.
One of the ECIU participants was the Lithuanian PhD student Egle Vaičiukynaite from Kaunas University of Technology. 'It was a huge challenge for me,' says Vaičiukynaite. 'I am not an athlete, whereas a large part of the ECIU group were well-trained runners. I had to train hard to finish my stage (7.4 km). It was nice to have this goal and as a PhD student, it is great to run and to refresh your mind.' 'A bachelor's, a master's and a PhD student from our university took part in the race. I felt responsible to represent my university. At the same time, it was really nice to meet other team members and leaders. It was a great experience. Although we were all different, we felt like a team. We all had different skills and experience that helped us to learn from each other. We wanted to achieve something together. You might view that as a metaphor for the ECIU collaboration.' 'We ended up in 30th place. Many of our runners came first or second on their individual stages. We had the fastest runner to cross the finish line on the final track, outrunning all other competitors with impressive speed of 20.63 km/h. During the event, we slept in a tent on the campus and that was a wonderful experience as well. After the race, there was a big party. When I think back on the event now, I experience the positive emotions all over again.'
The international ECIU team is also participating in this year´s Batavierenrace.
'NO LECTURES ON WEDNESDAY AFTERNOONS'

Egle Vaičiukynaite
Text
Jelle Posthuma
In her bright red pleated dress, black jacket and high heels, Olga strikes an elegant figure in Brussels. She leads the way for her guests in an elegant building at the Tervurenlaan. This also is where the Brussels Office of Aalborg University is located. A stately curving wooden staircase leads to the offices, where Olga has her workplace. At present, she is the only staff member of the ECIU office. At the time of our visit, she had been in her new job for only two months, but she was already full of ideas and plans. 'Ideally, everyone in Brussels will soon know ECIU,' she says enthusiastically. 'As a consortium, we are consulted when the European Commission (EC) prepares new legislation for research, innovation and education.'
Joint forces
Wessels' role is to represent the interests of ECIU in Brussels. 'There are over 850 universities in Europe. A single university cannot achieve much. That is why twelve universities have joined forces to make their voices heard. For example, entrepreneurship is a high priority for ECIU. Together, we are able to express our wishes in this respect in Europe and make sure we are noticed.'
It is Olga's mission to make sure the message reaches the right persons. She is, therefore, a frequent visitor of the Directorate General (DG) for Education and Culture and the DG for Research and Innovation. The highly hierarchical structure of the European organization does not daunt her. 'You need to know your way around and know who to turn to. I know many routes and I can provide the ECIU member universities with the right means to do their work properly.' According to Wessels the time has come for ECIU to send out a joint message. 'Brexit was a wake-up call for Europe. The EU is re-inventing itself. Everything is changing, and this is the perfect time to make your voice heard.' She continues: 'Europe has many old universities. Full of traditions, highly hierarchical, and with a strong focus on fundamental research. Our members are creative universities, unconventional, not afraid of change, and focused on entrepreneurship and innovation. As a consortium we would like to get involved with the policy makers, and express our opinions and points of view. This is a good time, because of the development of the new European programmes for research, innovation and education.'
The right skills Wessels has the right skills to make a difference. After her master in European Law at the University of Amsterdam in 2014, she worked for the Netherlands House for Education and Research in Brussels. An umbrella organization for everyone in the Netherlands involved in education and research. 'As a policy officer, I kept stakeholders in the Netherlands informed of European policy developments in the fields of research, innovation and education. Additionally, I represented the universities of the Netherlands in Brussels.'
She has now been living in the Belgian capital for three years. She and her husband have an apartment just outside the office district of Brussels. She sometimes misses the cultural scene of Amsterdam. 'I love the theatre, the ballet and art house films. Unfortunately the offer in that respect is more limited, here.' Her love of art and culture was what she grew up with. She was born and raised in Arnhem. She studied in Nijmegen and then moved to Amsterdam for her master. 'Each year, three European Law students attend the exchange programme at the Fordham University in New York, USA. Who wouldn't want that?' Wessels passed the selection. This foreign adventure changed her perspective of the world. 'Those six months were very rewarding. We were a mix of many different cultures and it made me very much aware of my Dutch background.'
Her job at ECIU means that she can live her international dream. She has quite a number of business trips lined up to get to know all members. 'This is something I look forward to.' Time is up for now. It is time for Olga's next appointment. She dons her coat and scarf, and off she is to the town centre on her bicycle. She is Dutch after all! She is the first ECIU staff member to be based in Brussels.
Olga Wessels, aged 27, is head of the ECIU office in the European capital, which opened in October 2017. Her objective is to guide ECIU member universities through the European jungle. 'It is a hierarchical work field, and you need to know your way around.' An enriching new experience in a different environment, but also work that's similar to what you do at your own university. According to Lise ThorupPedersen, staff exchange gives you the best of both worlds. 'It's a great way to get to know people and practices outside of your own university bubble. More often than not, staff exchange can lead to revelations for both guests and hosts. When you're visiting another university, you can learn from their best practices. But they can also learn from you as a guest. In a way, it's a moment for everyone involved to reflect on what they are doing.' Usually, a stay for one workweek is a kind of sweet spot, says Thorup-Pedersen. 'As a guest, you don't want to overstay your welcome. In my ten years' experience with the Staff Mobility Programme, I've learned that one week works best for both parties. Hosts don't get annoyed by you as a guest and they can prepare a program or project for you to work on. And as a guest, it's quite well manageable to be away from home for one week.' Thorup-Pedersen believes that a lot more people within the ECIU network can make use of the Staff Mobility Programme. 'But I've noticed that many people see obstacles that are quite easy to overcome, especially on the practical side of things. Think for instance of language barriers. Or leaving your home, family and possibly pet behind. Don't be afraid of those obstacles, would be my main message. Communication and expectation management is key, it'll alleviate any concerns people might have. In the end, staff exchange truly is a rewarding experience for both guests and hosts.' 'Don't be afraid of obstacles'
Staff exchange:
Why go on vacation when work is so much more fun? Within ECIU, supporting staff can go on exchange to other universities. There is even a special Staff Mobility Programme, including local coordinators who can help you out. Programme coordinator Lise Thorup-Pedersen (Aalborg University) shares her view on staff mobility: 'It truly is a rewarding experience for both guests and hosts.'
Corrie Huijs
From University of Twente to Dublin City University: 'I went to Dublin for five weeks, a good experience to see how other people work. For people who want to participate in the program, I would recommend to have a clear goal to work towards or a project you can work on. My visit was mostly focused on online education and distance learning. It became clear to me that preparation is key: scripts have to be written out and you need to make sure that nothing goes wrong on the technical side. There's more to it than meets the eye. Of course, I loved the city of Dublin. Everyone was very hospitable and kind to me. Because my stay started out with a two-day seminar, it was a great opportunity to get to know a lot of people. I would definitely recommend the program. Suffice to say, make sure you prepare well for your visit. Especially regarding the small practical stuff that easily gets overlooked. That goes for both guests and hosts.' 'It's a great way to get to know people and practices outside of your own university bubble' What is the importance of a special fund for young researchers? 'Spreading of diverse knowledge and experience is most of the time a stimulus for innovation. Innovation is within the DNA of ECIU, and as well as in each member university. We perceive the Researcher Mobility Fund as an excellent tool to accelerate knowledge and experience diffusion among the researchers, especially those of early career, resulting with joint research activities that leads to their career advancement as well as breakthrough innovations.'
What do you expect of the fund? My personal expectations are very high in terms of the number of researchers applying to the fund, number of the scholar visits as well as the number of joint research initiatives springing from the visits. I also see the Research Mobility Fund as a first step in warming up ECIU member universities research and innovation collaboration, building researchers' liaisons and networks in identified research areas common to all ECIU member universities. A next step? Designing ECIU support framework for joint small scale or "seed" research and innovation projects, that could become a relevant starting point for greater research and innovation ambitions.'
Vilma Karoblienė
From Kaunas University of Technology to University of Twente: 'I had a great opportunity to visit the University of Twente and to find out how colleagues are working on activities related to research and innovation projects. I was certainly impressed by their experience and I am eager to visit another ECIU university. These visits can help to combine all the strengths of ECIU members in order to have as much possibilities in R&I project activities and other common fields. It really helps to have programs for sharing good practices, in order to combine competences and implement future joint innovative and multidisciplinary projects of ECIU members.'
How to apply?
Visit the ECIU website: www.eciu.org/ for-staff/staff-mobility-programme to download the application form and get in touch with your local coordinator. We received a huge amount of applications,' says Rune Dahl Fitjar. 'The selected researchers are getting a different and more extensive PhD education. They will cover eight courses, go on exchanges to different universities and spend a day a week -or an extended period -working outside of the university. This will provide them with a more comprehensive academic training and, after they graduate, allow them to freely decide where they want to work.'
Universities are more than 'just schools'. They are homes to brandnew technologies, clever gadgets, ground-breaking discoveries and tons of knowledge. One of their missions is to contribute all of these resources to the regional industry and innovation. Yet, that isn't an easy task. The RUNIN project is exploring how universities can be the drivers of local development.
The Role of Universities in Innovation
Engines of regional transformation
The RUNIN Project In line with the vision of the ECIU, the project 'Towards a European framework for community engagement of higher education' (TEFCE) aims to contribute to social innovation by improving the level of community engagement undertaken by higher educational institutions.
The members of the ECIU are mostly universities that are located in regions where major industries have declined.
They have a wealth of experience in community building, having already been actively involved in the regeneration of their region over the past decades. The project strives to promote social innovation through a knowledge triangle comprised of education, research and innovation. A toolbox will be developed, with innovative means for policymakers and stakeholders to monitor, measure and promote community engagement by universities that will be transferable at a European policy level.
ECIU will contribute to the TEFCE project with expertise in related projects, as well as their international network of over 330,000 students and 50,000 staff members involved in the dissemination and exploitation of the results in Europe. The consortium for the collaboration consists of 13 partners from across Europe and is coordinated by the Technical University of Dresden.
What made the RUNIN project stand out?
'It is innovative and it replies to certain needs in social sciences. The reasoning behind RUNIN and its outcome is rather unique. On top of that, the quality of the participating institutions is very high. And it's a diverse group. The project combines many institutes from different countries. The project involves also non-academic partners. This is something we strongly support.
We strive for bridging academia, industry and other participants.'
Why is it important for the EC to support projects like RUNIN?
'We support initiatives from all disciplines and don't have a singular focus on one domain. Every year we receive about 1700 proposals and only around 140 are selected. The RUNIN project was one of them. The projects are selected by independent experts, who come from all over the world and who evaluate the proposals based on their excellence, implementation and impact of the project. We mainly focus on the general quality of training offered to young researchers. We want to equip young researchers with skills that allow them to be resilient and flexible, so that after receiving their doctorate they are able to work within industry, start their own company or stay in academia.'
The RUNIN project is funded through the Marie Skłodowska-Curie Actions, a large EU programme providing mobility research grants. To receive one of these grants, you have to fight off some strong competition. Przemyslaw Jankowski, Policy Officer at the European Commission (EC), explains why the RUNIN project succeeded.
ECIU will take part in a European research project on improving community engagement in higher education. The project will receive a € 500,000 funding from the Erasmus+ programme, an EU funding scheme supporting education, training, youth and sport.
'We strive for bridging academia, industry and other participants' 'We had to make a major change'
Social innovation through education and research
The University of Twente (UT) was one of the universities that found new inspiration in Aalborg. In 2014, the 'Twente Educational Model' (Twents Onderwijs Model or TOM) was introduced there. This form of education consists entirely of project-based learning.
'We had to make a major change to adopt this new educational method as our central principle,' says Tom Mulder, advisor strategy and policy at the UT. 'Aalborg University has grown up with project-based learning, so it is part of their DNA. That is not the case for us. Although we definitely had experience with project-based learning, it was quite a radical move to structure all our education around projects.'
Their Danish colleagues continue to offer regular lectures as well, Mulder knows. 'They thought we were brave to make this choice.' The road was not entirely free of obstacles. 'After the implementation, we had to sort out the usual difficulties with regards to testing and scoring.'
Other universities are interested as well, Mulder notes. He gives a talk about TOM at least once a week. 'There is a continuous stream of interested parties. They mostly want to know how we handled the transition from regular education to project-based learning and what we encountered along. We can definitely help our colleagues in that regard, just like Aalborg inspired us once upon a time.'
Why PBL?
'The new KTU study model has been driven by the exponentially fast changes in society and market needs, by the contemporary expectations of our students, and it certainly meets the needs of the modern teaching and learning paradigm', states Jurgita Siugzdiniene, Rector Ad Interim at Kaunas University of Technology. ' We are yet on our way of implementing the new curriculum grounded on competence development, problem and project based learning. Aalborg University and the University of Twente are the role models for PBL and project based learning for us and we are grateful for all of the received consultations and recommendations. We are certainly learning from the best.'
Hamburg University of Technology started implementing early forms of project oriented learning, later project based learning among other with the help of the Aalborg model: Members of the university's Center for Teaching and Learning (ZLL) went to Aalborg several times. Now -six years laterboth forms of PBL alongside other didactical formats support the university's vision of implementing curricula so as to provide a research-based learning experience to students.
Using PBL ensures that students become professionals who are able to acquire and apply knowledge and who can contribute new knowledge to their field of study, through curiosity and a critical attitude. The PBL-model teaches students the ability to find, critically assess, combine and use new information is an important skill in the twenty-first century. They know all the ins and outs of their field of study and can contribute to its development. They are also capable of venturing off the beaten path and applying their knowledge in a broader context, in collaboration with other disciplines and society.
ECIU Start-up Discovery Journey
Linköping University (LiU) is one of the universities participating in the ECIU Startup Discovery Programme. 'The aims of the programme agree well with LiU's ambition to demonstrate in translating ideas and research results into practical applications. The participation from our side is handled by the university innovation office, LiU Innovation,' says Vice-Chancellor Helen Dannetun.
Ten projects were selected to participate in the pilot programme in Dublin, Aalborg and Linköping University during the autumn of 2017. They are all at preliminary stages, and come from several fields. Linköping University's contribution was the 'Worldish' project, with its digital translation tool 'Helen', intended for use within medical care. The service removes language barriers between patients and healthcare personnel. 'Even though the projects cover an enormous diversity of fields, they face many of the same challenges. The various startup projects have benefited greatly by exchanging experiences with each other and establishing international networks,' says Gio Fornell, head of LiU Innovation.
LiU Innovation
The mission of the innovation office at Linköping University, LiU Innovation, is to support students, researchers and employees at LiU as they develop their ideas. LiU Innovation also plays an important role in knowledge transfer between Linköping University and the business world in the region.
www.liuinnovation.se
The core idea behind the programme is to accelerate the development of young companies,' explains Maria Johnston from Dublin City University (DCU), the university that developed the proposal and coordinates now the programme for ECIU. 'It is a completely shared programme, not to be led by only one institute. Its main goal is to use expertise of all the partners, all the different backgrounds and cultures.'
'Each region and university has a different approach to entrepreneurship and commercialization of research,' says Shane Carter, the programme coordinator from the DCU Ryan Academy who co-ordinated the programme. 'Which is why it was important for us to bring people together, give them easy access to local mentors and allow them to form strong collaborations with their colleagues from other ECIU universities.'
'Short, compact and action packed' Are you looking for an inspiring way to spend your summer? The ECIU Summer Schools offer you several high-quality courses to choose from. Go abroad, celebrate the summer and discover Mexico, Sweden, the Netherlands, Lithuania, Finland or Spain!
Summer schools
Free tickets or discounts for ECIU students
